
Elliot J. Crowley, 15th January 2024

Data Analysis and Machine 
Learning 4 (DAML)
Week 1: Introduction, data modalities, variable types



What is data?
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Cambridge Dictionary

“information, especially facts or numbers, collected to be 
examined and considered and used to help decision-
making, or information in an electronic form that can be 
stored and used by a computer”
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Data
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Data Analysis

“The process of examining information, especially using a computer, in 
order to find something out, or to help with making decision”

Cambridge Dictionary

“Deriving meaning (or lack thereof!) from data”

Elliot J. Crowley
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Spotting patterns

Source: https://www.who.int/data/gho/data/indicators/indicator-details/GHO/total-(recorded-unrecorded)-alcohol-per-capita-(15-)-consumption 6



Observing trends

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/co2-emissions 7



Telling (happy/sad?) stories

Source: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election/2019/results
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election/2019/results


Finding anomalies

Source: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-merseyside-56111209 9



What is Machine Learning?
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Machine Learning is hype, robots, and the colour blue
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Machine Learning is…

“the study of algorithms that can learn from 
training data in order to make predictions 
on new data.”
Elliot J. Crowley
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• We want a model that given an arbitrary mass  can predict extension 


• We can attach some masses to the spring and record its extension


• These mass-spring measurements form our training data

x y

Machine Learning for a spring

x

y
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Machine Learning for a spring

• Will will use a linear function  as our model


• We can use the training data to find the  that give the best fit 


• Given an arbitrary mass, we can input it to the function to predict extension

y = mx + c

m, c

mass function extension
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Is that it?

mass function extension

new 
data function prediction
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Face recognition
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Detection and segmentation

17Source: https://github.com/locuslab/mdeq/blob/master/images/segmentation_example.png

https://github.com/locuslab/mdeq/blob/master/images/segmentation_example.png


Recommender systems
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Text to image

Source: https://imagen.research.google
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Text generation

https://huggingface.co/chat/
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And more!

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02025-4
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The course
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This is the second year the course has run

• I hope you enjoy it


• There have been quite a few changes since last year


• Feedback is very welcome
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What you need to know before the course starts

• You MUST be able to code in Python 

• You MUST know how to work with vectors and matrices 

• You should ideally be comfortable with the fundamentals of:


Multivariable calculus 


Probability


Optimisation
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Course outline (week by week)
1. Introduction, data modalities, variable types

2. Summarising and visualising data

3. Preprocessing data, principal component analysis, clustering

4. Machine learning and ethics

5. Linear models for regression

6. Linear models for classification

7. Model selection and evaluation

8. Classification and regression trees, bagging and boosting

9. Gaussian processes

10. Deep neural networks
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Data Analysis

Machine Learning



Course format

Each week’s teaching consists of lecture (Monday AM)  lab (Thursday PM) 

• In the lecture you are taught material


• In the lab session you will use this to solve problems using Python


There are notes that accompany each lecture that provide code. Go through 
these before the lab.


→

This is an applied course. 
Attending the labs is essential
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Notable + Jupyter notebooks
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Assessment: Tests (50%)
• Two tests, two hours each, taken live and in-person during labs


• Each test consists of short-answer questions and some coding exercises within a 
Jupyter notebook 

Test 1 is taken during the Week 4 lab. It covers Week 1-3 material and is worth 20% 
of the total course mark


Test 2 is taken during the Week 11 lab. It and covers Week 5-10 material and is 
worth 30% of the total course mark


• They are closed book but you may bring in a piece of A4 paper with handwritten notes 
on both sides. You can also use the help() function in Jupyter to see documentation


• Practice tests will be made available to help you prepare
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Assessment: Coursework 1 (20%)

• This will be released in the Week 4 lecture on Monday 5th February


• You will create slides and record a short presentation using them


• This will be a case study on a real-world machine learning application


• You will critique this application from an ethical standpoint 


• The deadline is Tuesday 20th February @ 1600 (Flexible learning week)
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Assessment: Coursework 2 (30%)

• This will be released in the Week 8 lecture on Monday 11th March


• You will be given a dataset


• You will perform exploratory data analysis and apply machine learning to this 
dataset


• You will produce a short report on your findings supplemented with code


• The deadline is Tuesday 26th March @ 1600 (Week 10)
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Data Modalities
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Data exists in different modalities
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Time series data

•  axis is some quantity we care about


•  axis is time

y

x

Source: https://www.xe.com/currencycharts/?from=GBP&to=USD&view=10Y

£ to $ Exchange Rate
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https://www.xe.com/currencycharts/?from=GBP&to=USD&view=10Y


Time series data

• For example, speech!

Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/beginners-guide-to-speech-analysis-4690ca7a7c05
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• An image is a rectangular array of  pixels


• Each pixel consists of three numbers: the amount of red, green, and blue

H × W

H

W

Image data

[0 0 255]
red green blue
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• This gives us a red, green, and blue 2D array


• These are stacked along the  axis to form a 3D array  z

Image data

W

H

3
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Tabular data

• Looks like a table with rows and columns


• Rows are objects and columns are attributes of those objects 

• An example is the iris dataset of 150 flowers
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Free-form data

• Largely unstructured and usually text 


• Can (sometimes!) be hacked into e.g. tabular data
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Nomenclature

• A dataset is a collection of data points 

• A data point is a set of elements


• An element is a measurable or countable quantity

A dataset of images 

An image is a set of pixels 

A pixel measures the intensity of different colour(s)
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Variable Types
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Tabular data (again!)
• A table is a dataset and its rows are data points


• Each data points is a set of elements which are measurements of some 
attributes or features


• The measurements for a given attribute vary across the dataset
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Variables

• The measurements for a given attribute (/feature) vary across the dataset 


• This means we can think of the attributes (/features) as variables 

• There are different types of variables

The measurements for the lengths and widths 

are positive real numbers

The measurements for species are 

“setosa”, “virginica”, or “versicolor”
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Categorical variables
Measurements of the variable correspond to descriptive categories


• For nominal variables the categories have no order


• For ordinal variables the categories are ordered (but don’t fit on a number 
line)

iris species (nominal)

0 1 2
setosa versicolor virginica

level of education (ordinal)

1 2 3
primary secondary university
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Numerical variables
Measurements of the variable can be discrete or continuous


• For discrete variables they can only be integers


• For continuous variables they can be any real number (within a given range)

The number of times this man tosses this coin is discrete

The length of a tie is continuous
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Continuous variables
These can be further divided into interval and ratio


• For interval variables a zero measurement is just relative to something else


• For ratio variables zero is meaningful (i.e. the absence of something)

Temperature in Celcius is interval

Temperature in Kelvin is ratio
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Ratios of (ahem) ratio variables 
are meaningful. 

10K is twice as hot as 5K



Summary

• We have considered different modalities of data e.g. tabular, image, freeform


• We have established the nomenclature for talking about data 


• We have seen how attributes in tabular data can be treated as variables


• We have considered different variable types
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